
	  

 
 

The LEAP Call Income Trade 
CHEAT SHEET 

 
What is a LEAP Call Trade? 
 
Buy a LEAP (long-term equity anticipation security) Option Contract on a Stock 
and then … 
Sell a Short-Term Covered Call on that LEAP Position  
 
First Part of Trade:  Buying a LEAP Call Position 
 
Step One: Select a stock for this income trade  
Step Two:  Select a LEAP Strike Month and Year  
Step Three: Select an In-The-Money Strike Price to buy 
Step Four: Purchase the LEAP Option Contract  
 
Second Part of Trade: Selling a Covered Call Using the LEAP Position 
 
Step One:  Select a short-term Strike Month (usually next month) 
Step Two:  Select a Strike Price  
Step Three:  Sell the Call Contract 
 
Why Make a LEAP Call Trade? 
 
The LEAP Call trade allows us to take a covered call position while tying up a 
lot less capital.  If we a buy a LEAP position far enough in-the-money, there 
will be little or no time value on this option. Owning the LEAP can act in effect 
as a replacement for owning the underlying stock, which requires less capital. 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Actual LEAP Call Trade Made in Income Masters (8/12/2014) 
 
Michael had a short-term bullish view on Cheniere Energy, Inc. (LNG). On 
Tuesday, August 12th, LNG stock opened at $71.50 per share.  
 
#1:  On August 12th, we bought 2 contracts of LNG January (2015) LEAP 35 
Calls @ $36.34. 
  
 Cost: $36.34 per share ((2 contracts x $36.34) x 100 shares)  (7,268.00)
 (We intentionally bought the options deep in-the-money) 
 
#2:  Same day, we sold 2 contracts of LNG Sep 70 Calls @3.41 
 
 Income (Premium received for sale of LNG calls):    +682.00 
 
Event: On September 19, LNG stock closes at $84.19 per share. 

#3: On September 22, the LNG Sep 70 call option is assigned (called out) 

#4: On September 22, we had to sell 200 shares of LNG @$70 
	   Income (Cash received selling 200 shares of LNG @$70)      +14,000.00 

 (Because we owned the LEAP, we had to deliver 200 shares of  LNG @ 
$70 per share that the broker sold automatically in our account) 

#5: On September 22, we closed the LEAP option and sold back 2 LNG 
January (2015) LEAP 35 Calls @ 46.09 
	   Cost: $46.09 per share (2 contracts x 46.09) x 100 shares)     (9,218) 

#6: On September 25, we BOUGHT back the 200 shares of LNG stock to close 
the position 
 Cost: $80.46 per share (200 shares x 80.46)        (16,091.16) 

 (We were forced by our broker to BUY back the 200 shares of LNG stock 
 we sold “naked” at @$70)  

Net Cash in Hand at the end the LEAP Call Trade          +$540.84 
% Return                 7.4%
   



	  

 

 
 
 
Primary Advantage of The LEAP Call Trade:  
 
Reduces Capital Needed for Covered Call: When you buy a LEAP you are 
using less capital per share for the shares you control and sell calls against. 
 
Primary Risk of The LEAP Call Trade:  
 
LEAPs Have A Limited Shelf Life: LEAPs can fall in value and do have an 
expiration date, after which they are worthless. 
 
 


